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NEW QUESTION: 1
Scenario: A Citrix Administrator needs to implement Office 365
with XenApp and XenDesktop in the environment.
The Exchange server is local to the environment, so the
administrator decides to configure Outlook in Online Mode.
What is the requirement to configure Online Mode in this
situation?
A. It requires licenses to be installed, because it does NOT
use a built-in license.
B. It requires a constant connection to the back-end Exchange
server.
C. It requires Outlook to be synced with the user's profile.
D. It requires a connection to the SQL server in the
environment.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.citrix.com/content/dam/citrix/en_us/documents/produ
cts-solutions/deployment-

guide-office-365-for-xenapp-and-xendesktop.pdf (page 2)

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company has an API that returns XML data to internal
applications.
You plan to migrate the applications to Azure. You also plan to
allow the company's partners to access the API.
You need to recommend an API management solution that meets the
following requirements:
* Internal applications must receive data in the JSON format
once the applications migrate to Azure.
* Partner applications must have their header information
stripped before the applications receive the data.
What should you include in the recommendation? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/plan-and-deploy/deplo
y-new-installations/delegate-installations?view

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ein Sicherheitsexperte wurde gebeten, die Optionen fÃ¼r den
Standort eines neuen Rechenzentrums in einem mehrstÃ¶ckigen
GebÃ¤ude zu prÃ¼fen. Zu den Anliegen des Rechenzentrums zÃ¤hlen
Ausstrahlungen und physische Zugriffskontrollen.
Welcher der folgenden Standorte ist der BESTE?
A. In einem AuÃŸenraum mit Fenstern
B. Im Kern des GebÃ¤udes
C. Im Keller
D. In der obersten Etage
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A member of the software development team has requested advice
from the security team to implement a new secure lab for
testing malware. Which of the following is the NEXT step that
the security team should take?
A. Develop a policy to outline what will be required in the
secure lab.
B. Create a proposal and present it to management for approval.
C. Construct a series of VMs to host the malware environment.

D. Purchase new hardware to keep the malware isolated.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Before we can create a solution, we need to motivate why the
solution needs to be created and plan the best implementation
with in the company's business operations. We therefore need to
create a proposal that explains the intended implementation and
allows for the company to budget for it.
Incorrect Answers:
A: Purchasing of equipment cannot take place before approval
for the purchases have been obtained.
B: A proposal, rather than a policy, of what will be required
in the secure lab needs to be created. A policy is a document
that outlines person responsible and the standards that must be
upheld to meet minimum corporate governance requirements.
C: Virtual machines (VMs) allows for multiple operating systems
to run simultaneously on a single host.
However, viruses, worms, and malware also have the potential to
migrate from one virtual machine to another and to the host
machine.
References:
Gregg, Michael, and Billy Haines, CASP CompTIA Advanced
Security Practitioner Study Guide, John
Wiley &amp; Sons, Indianapolis, 2012, pp. 96, 219, 232, 371
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